Abstract—Digital signage contents are usually used to be displayed in fixed location. And many people interact with one device (displayer). User (retailer) plays a role for interaction with the device and the just viewer. So we propose the system that user plays an important role as delivering the signage contents through smartphone application. User can download and install the advertising smartphone application. During viewing the signage content through the application, it downloads the signage contents and delivers them to other users (smartphone that application was installed).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Digital signage services are generally used to display something in public or private place. Something will be contents including text, images, animations, video, audio, and interactivity to inform someone about information for product. And these are mainly displayed in out-of-home and big screen. That is to say, the common goal of digital signage is to deliver the targeted message to specific persons in specific location using specific device at specific times as scheduled.[1][2]

The environment for digital signage, however, has been gradually changed.

One of many changes in advertisement is bi-directional service. The traditional advertisement system displayed the advertisement in one way to consumers. But the recent one is interactive with consumers through touch-screen, mobile phone, camera and etc.[2][3][4]

The interaction is the other big current of digital signage. It makes a digital signage far more useful. It can be included in user interaction techniques that buttons, touch-screens, multi-touch, gesture using camera and mobile phones.[5][6][7][8]

Use of the touch-screen has experienced resurgence in popularity in the past five years as a result of the success of mobile devices that use this interactive interface, namely, the iPhone and Android smart-phones, as well as the increasingly popular tablet computers and e-book readers. An interesting consequence of this popularity is that people who see non-interactive digital signage are touching the screens and expecting a reaction. Even for digital signage that has a traditional touch capability; users are likely to try using multi-touch gestures to zoom in and out on the display.[9][10][11]

Multi-touch has become so popular for mobile phones that it’s probably only a matter of time before it becomes the industry standard for all touch-based interaction. However, when employed for large signage, multi-touch is a costly proposition because the capacitive touch-screen solution does not scale well, and light beam solutions require precise engineering. The industry is working hard to invent cost-effective multi-touch solutions for use on large LCD display panels.[11][12]

Another interaction technique for digital signage is the use of a smartphone to control the content. Using Bluetooth or other short-range wireless technologies, the smartphone can become a remote control for the display, presenting the control interface on its screen. Because short-range wireless minimizes delays between user and sign, it can be an effective method of low-latency interaction. Furthermore, as a user navigates information on the large display, the control menu on the phone can be adapted to match the content being shown.

But the signage contents required the higher capacity according to the needs of the higher resolution contents. And this facts result in the enlargement of digital signage server.

In this paper, we propose the new digital signage system using smart-phones. Here, smart-phones is not used to just viewing tool of signage contents but used to delivery tools of signage contents.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the proposed overall system. Section 3 defines our functional architecture for the new signage system. Section 4 discusses the feasibility of the proposed system. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of key points.

II. OVERALL SYSTEM
Fig.1. above shows the overall conceptual structure of the proposed digital signage system.

When user who exploits smart-phone is interested in advertisement being displayed she/he downloads the smart phone application for viewing the ad through own smartphone. As application being installed to smart-phone, user can directly download the signage contents from signage server or other smart-phones that application was installed. That is to say, smart-phones that application was installed are utilized for means to deliver the signage contents to other users that installed the application.

①indicates the main display of the digital signage and plays an role in displaying the signage contents received from the digital signage production server.

②shows the digital signage application(DS App). It takes charge of the showing of the downloaded signage contents and their delivery.

③plays a role in linking with the site where the DS App is located. It can be a simple one or two-dimensional barcode.

④indicates the smart-phone that DS App will be installed.

⑤～⑧indicate the smart-phones that DS App is already installed. They can receive and deliver signage contents from to each other.

Where, user’s smart-phone is used for the delivery means of the signage content also. So, in order to maximize the interest of users we think that the proposed system must have the proper compensation system (e.g. coupon, reserving, point and etc).

The module elements composing our system are also shown in Fig.2. They are explained in the following.

A. Digital Signage Production/Management System

In digital signage production/management system, signage content production, interaction, signage display mgt., contents mgt., schedule mgt. modules are responsible for traditional functions of digital signage production system.

Signage content production module makes new signage contents. To encode and package contents is also one of roles of this module.

Interaction module controls the signage displayer according to the user interaction.

Signage display management module transports signage contents to signage display server according to the schedule and checks the status of the signage display server.

Contents management module plays a role in managing contents not only for signage displayers but also smart-phones. Schedule management module is responsible for designing the display schedule of contents.

B. Digital Signage Display System

The functional architecture of the proposed signage system is shown. It is consisted of two parts largely. One is the displayer of signage content and the other is the manager controlling contents’ play. According to the input interface of the displayer, manager sends the content rendering data to the displayer.

Digital signage display manager is responsible for managing signage contents and controlling the player. It can adjust the synchronization of the decoding result of the content.

Player takes charge of playing contents including the user interaction.

Except digital signage display manager, display system is similar to the usual one.
C. Application Management System located in digital signage production/management system side

In application management system, there are four essential modules which are content trans-coding module, user management module, interaction module, compensation management module. And application management system is responsible for the manufacture of the application, its update and transportation to smart-phone.

Content trans-coding module transforms the ultra high definition content to the content for smart-phone. If content is newly encoded in signage content production module, this module fetches newly produced content and re-encodes into the resolution of smart-phones.

User management module manages users downloading the application. It monitors user’s join to the application and links with compensation management module. And connecting with interaction module, it fetches the signage contents from the contents management module of digital signage production and management system and transports them to user.

Interaction module plays a role in responding not to the interaction of the digital signage main display but to the interaction happening to smart-phones. For smart-phone interaction, it gets contents for smart-phone from the content management module and transports it to smart-phone requested them. If all users request contents to signage server, it seemed to halt the server or load the burden to the server, however, the server is just operated to one of nodes of P2P system.

Compensation management module takes charge of the proper reward for using smart-phones as the delivering means of signage contents. The method for reward is various, for example, it can be a coupon, a gift certificate, point and etc. Compensation management module must measure time also the application was operated because smartphone gives and takes the contents each other during the application is activated. And this module has to be able to monitor the user and time the application is executed.

D. Application Management System installed in smartphone

Application management system installed in smartphone is responsible for managing the installation, updating and uninstallation of the application.

Content storage management module plays a role in managing the content, for example, saving new contents or deleting contents stored in the interior or the external memory.

Content download / transport management module downloads new contents from digital signage production management system or other nodes or transports the content saved in own smart-phone to other smart-phones as a node.

Content play module is responsible for playing signage contents and receiving the interaction of a user. And it includes the decoder of contents and interaction function.

Content download and transport time management module and playing time management module operate to measure time for rewarding for the usage of smartphone as a means for signage contents delivery. And they work with compensation adjustment module.

E. Linkage between systems

Fig.4. shows the flow diagram of signals between systems. All processes are started with contents’ production through the signage content production and management system. Produced contents are generally sent to only signage display systems. But in the proposed system, smart-phones can request signage contents to signage production and management system or other smart-phones. Devices requested content split the content to particles and send them using the P2P system. And they are indemnified for the usage of smartphones as delivery tools of signage contents.

IV. Conclusions

We designed a new digital signage system that is expected to improve the effect of advertisement as delivering the signage contents through the smart-phones. Through the application installed in smart-phone, signage contents are delivered to other consumers (application user) and displayed to smart-phone. Also the interaction with user is achieved using own smart-phone. These facts indicate that consumer is interested in advertisement displayed. And we proposed the
compensation system that could attract the interest of many people.  

We expect that the compensation system and delivery system of signage contents using smart-phones can promote the purchase of commodity.
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